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José Ádem was born on October 27, 
1921 in Tuxpan, Veracruz in México.1



Wow this is 
so 

fascinating!

From an early age, José showed 
an interest in mathematics.2



At the age of 20, José enrolled at the National 
Autonomous University of México.3

He obtained his B.S. in Mathematics in 1949 and upon finishing his lower-level courses, he began 
researching in pure mathematics and continued in pure mathematics.4



During his time at UNAM he met Solomon Lefschetz, a famous 
topologist, who took an interest in Ádem’s mathematical 

talent.5

Lefschetz had been doing work in México and living there working with various 
science communities in the capital.



Lefschetz sent Ádem to Princeton to pursue a Ph.D. in 
mathematics. His dissertation was titled Iterations of the 

squaring operations in algebraic topology.6

It is also said that Ádem decided to leave México because the economy was declining and it would 
not allow him to persevere like he would have in the United States.



At Princeton, Ádem worked under the guidance of Norman Steenrod, 
a famous topologist who guided his dissertation and future work. 

Through this work, Ádem was able to establish his biggest 
mathematical contributions, Ádem’s relations.8



Upon receiving his Ph.D., Ádem returned to UNAM to teach in the 
mathematics department. At UNAM he was instrumental in creating 

different programs to bring mathematics to different parts of the 
world outside of the United States and Europe.8

His accomplishments included: 
Founded the Center for Research and Advanced Studies of the National Polytechnic Institute
Created the journal called Boletín de la Sociedad Matemática Mexicana



He led on the International Committee of the Latin 
American School of Mathematics and was recognized 

for the highest level of honors in México.9



j

José Ádem’s contributions to mathematics have had a lasting impact. He 
lived the rest of his life dedicating himself to the research of mathematics and 

encouraging the younger generations to engage in mathematics.10



Jose Ádem Lived a long and prosperous life 
and died in Veracruz, México.
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